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Hello sir this is very good work by DUSIB VOLUNTEER PROGRAMM because I learned so 

much things in this programme . I phased lots of problem like rat problem, space problem 

people family problem etc and I also understand how I solved it the main thing is first you 

talk to people and understand what they want and talk to us than you understand how to 

solve it . 

Shelter no 106 is very danger for me 1st day I went this shelter I saw so many drinker person 

those don’t know what they saying I asked those people how are you they said ooo kone hai 

to yaha kya kar raha hai I replied hello friends I am your helper friend than they replied get 

out and using abusing language but slowly slowly I talk that people they drink alchole but 4th 

day they drinker person talk politely and I understand 1st you talk and understand  why they 

doing and also The occupied shelters are only for men and no separate space for women in those. 

The basic amenities provided in the shelters are very poor. 

Shelter no 94,220 is very good for me I learned  so many thing how they living who they 

phased our problem and I saw so many family they lived in and talk to us .They thanks to 

government because shelter provide .So many Homeless are not aware of those shelters but  



I talk and give the way . Space problem like this 

 

 

The state should immediately undertake the rapid mapping in all the cities and locate zones 

of homeless concentration. Shelters should be built only in such zones. 

No separate shelters for women and children, and special categories of homeless such as 

mentally and physically challenged and others. Some pic with homeless people  

 







 

Homelessness can often lead to a vicious circle of suffering which gets exaggerated with the 

question of their identity / or rather the lack of it. This further makes them vulnerable to 

abuses of many kinds - physical, sexual, and substance abuse is a few of the apparent and 

visible forms of abuse. The fact that most homeless people are migrants makes it imperative 

to understand the trends, reasons and outcomes of their decision. The decision which is 

often based on economic instability, gets further aggravated by the insecurities of living in 

an “unknown terrorizing city” full of unfamiliar and hostile faces. However, the 

phenomenon of homelessness is not just about lack of housing or accommodation. It is not 

a purely housing based concept but has significant emotional, social and psychological 

dimensions as well. Thus, loss of family and community bonds might be central to 

homelessness. It is this feeling of being ‘not wanted’ that might go unattended even when 

the measures are taken to address the problem. Personal drug use, familial drug use, family 

conflict and in some cases family breakdown could also be contributing factors. Poverty is 

seen as the most influencing factor. Homelessness and poverty are inextricably linked. Poor 

people are frequently unable to pay for housing, food, child-care, health care, and 

education. Difficult choices must be made when limited resources cover only some of these 

necessities. Often it is housing, which absorbs a high proportion of income that must be 

dropped. 

The police see drugs and begging as the two inseparable aspects of a homeless person’s life. 

Very often, they are seen as people who do not want to work and are happy making their 



living out of begging. Shelters, certainly, are much more than places for night time sleeping. 

Therefore, serious efforts are required to design and develop these shelters in a manner 

that they not only fulfill the most basic requirements of an individual but also serve as the 

ground from where person could begin to plan his life beyond the hostile and unfriendly 

streets. It was with this objective of assessing the current status of the shelters being run in 

the city and to identify the areas for improvement and ways to do that,that this study of 

shelter assessment was carried out. 

CONCLUSION  

 

This programme is really very good and government take good step and my suggestion is 

this programme not stop continue run all time . Thankyou DUSIB give this chance for me.  

All is well iiiiiiiiiiiiiiisssssssssssss this wok. 

 


